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ISFA "Showers Of Flowers" Conference
Rates Top Marks From Guests & Exhibitors

By all standards, the ISFA's Annual Spring Con
ference, held at the Decatur Holiday Inn on March 12-
13, was indeed bigger and better than ever. Those in
charge had promised that the "Showers of Flowers for
Profit in '77" program would outdo all of the
Association's previous spring conferences — and they
were right! Nearly 2,000 people were on hand for the
2-day program which saw every minute filled with
worthwhile things to do ... hear... see ... or learn.

Trade Fair Popular
First of all, the outstanding Trade Fair was booked

to capacity with in excess of 70 exhibitors. Not only
was the Trade Fair well received by Conference
guests, but exhibitors themselves have been reporting
excellent sales and many are already reserving space
for next year (see "We Get Letters" feature in this
issue).

On Saturday morning, a very sizable group of
florists took advantage of the Private Pesticide Ap
plicator's Certification School, presented by the U. of I.
Cooperative Extension Service and the State Depart
ment of Agriculture. And on Saturday afternoon, a SRO
crowd was present for Dr. M.C. Carbonneau's hard
hitting presentation on the care and handling of foliage
and pot plants.

Another real program highlight was the spec
tacular Wedding Show, staged early Saturday evening
with Wayne Pearson as the FTD commentator. The
surprise ending for this program feature was an
elegant array of headpieces, made of fresh flowers,
which were modeled with the bridal outfits. This was a
rousing finale to an unexcelled display of wedding
arrangements, made up by some of the State's finest
designers.

30-Year Members Honored

The Saturday evening President's Banquet was
held in a room elegantly decorated for the event. ISFA
Officers and Conference Committee Chairmen were in

troduced, as well as other special guests. But the high
point of the Banquet program was the presentation of
silver tray awards by Vice-President Dick Coleman to
ISFA members who had served the Association for 30

years or more.

Those 30-year members so honored were:
Robert L. Abbott, Champaign; Reynold R. Aide, Pana;
Jack D. Armstrong, Pana; Frank Brautigam, Chicago;
Roy Burgoyne, Georgetown; Bernhard Burkland, Ef
fingham; Orville W. Busse, Kankakee; Lawrence C.
Faber, Kankakee; Melvin Gain, Bushnell; F.E. Gries,
Oak Lawn; Herman C. Ihle, Murphysboro; William A.
Kistler, Chicago; Paul Lange, Sr., Des Plaines; Arthur
C. Lenzini, Chicago; Clarissa McKnight, Beardstown;
Walter A. Millard, Beardstown; Bernice Pratt, Prin
ceton; Gene Schmitz, Jr., Pana; Kenneth P. Swartley,
Sterling; Lyle E. Swartley, Sterling; P.A. Washburn,
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Bloomington; Olin A. Wetzel, Edwardsville; and C.R.
Whitten, Robinson. Entertainment, music and dancing
followed the silver tray presentations.

"Living With Today's Market"
Sunday's program began with an Early-Riser

Breakfast, hosted by FTD Region 5 members. And
Sunday was also the day for the Junior Design Con
test, Young Adults Design Contest, and the Master
Designer of the Year Contest. Attracting a lion's share
of the attention, however, were the FTD-sponsored
sessions, held both in the morning and afternoon, un
der the general theme of "Living With Today's
Market." Karen Lusky, FTD researcher, discussed
probable economic and growth changes in the floral in
dustry between now and 1980. Commentators Rick
Wood and Wayne Pierson assisted Lusky by ex
plaining various methods of coping with the new
market changes. And FTD designer Dick Milteer
helped illustrate these methods by displaying ap
propriate arrangements he made up onstage. Wood
and Pierson agreed that making a profit in the floral in
dustry over the next 5 years depends on a revision of
florists' merchandising techniques.

A Champagne Brunch, with live music, was a
popular event during the noon hour on Sunday.

Bonnie Bucher To Las Vegas!
At the grand finale of the "Showers of Flowers"

Conference late Sunday afternoon, a presentation was
made of awards in the various design contests. More
than 112 competitors vied for the "Master Designer of
the Year Award." And the winner — who not only
received a fine trophy, but also a 4-day all-expense
paid trip to Las Vegas — was Bonnie Bucher of
Gregg's Florist, Peoria! Second place winner was Tom
Scherrer of Johnson the Florist, Mt. Vernon, with Sue
Thirtyacres of Colman Florist, Rock Island, in third
place.

Winner of the special drawing for a scholarship to
the American Floral Art School, Chicago, was Donna
Howard, Noble's Flower Shop, Charleston.

Thanks — Well Deserved

Our membership owes a special vote of thanks to
the Association's Officers, Board of Directors, Con

ference Committee Chairmen, volunteer workers, and

exhibitors at the Trade Fair. Their contributions toward

making the 1977 ISFA Spring Conference a
memorable and successful event are greatly ap

preciated.
Executive-Secretary Dan Irons reports that he

conducted a survey among guests regarding how the
Conference suited them and how it might be changed
or improved in the future. Results of this survey are
being carefully scrutinized, and Dan assures us that
plans are already moving ahead for what will surely be
another great ISFA Conference at Decatur in 1978.

LETTERS
CONFERENCE COMMENTS

Dear Dan Irons,

Kindly put us down for booth space next year and see that our
name gets in the book. We enjoyed the show very much, and we had
great sales. Thanks! Hope to see you next year.

Peggy Kisser
The Wood Shed
Maroa. Illinois

Dear Dan,

Special thanks to you for the gracious hospitality extended to
Jack Gartner, my wife and me by you and the members of the Illinois
State Florists' Association on Saturday. I certainly want to
congratulate you and your group on developing an excellent annual
meeting.

Best of luck for continued success. I will look forward to working
with the Illinois State Florists' Association.

William L. George. Head
Department oj'Horticulture
Univ. ofIII.. Urbana-Champaign

Dear Dan,

Just a note to let you know how I enjoyed working the Illinois
State Florists' Association Trade Fair. It certainly showed that a lot of
time and hard work was put forth, the result being a well run and
original show. From the standpoint of an exhibitor, it is not too large
to see and talk to the members attending.

The cooperation and reception of both the Executive Staff and
members was outstanding. The Lord be willing, Davis Brothers
Florists will be returning again in 1978.

Ken Deppen
Davis Bros. Florists. Inc.
Denver, Colorado

Dear Dan,

I just wanted to write this letter to congratulate you on the suc
cess of this year's Illinois State Conference. I have attended many
other state and national conventions, but I must say that I have never
enjoyed myself more than this past weekend. I realize that you
probably are still exhausted but you should be very proud of the way
the Illinois State Florists' Association has progressed over the years.
This year's conference was a perfect example.

I would also like to thank you for the hospitality which you
showed me and the rest of the FTD crew. I think that when the report
on this meeting goes to headquarters, top management will be more
than impressed at the coverage and publicity that FTD received at
this meeting. I think that this was the perfect icebreaker for other
FTD-sponsored programs at State conventions and similar meetings.

Jim Jordan. Field Representative
Regions 5& 8
Florists' Transworld Delivery Assn.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS

Dear Dan Irons,

I would like to have you and the officers of the Illinois State
Florists' Association know or perhaps hear from a member who has
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Florists have had mixed success with major flower
holidays. Those where fresh flowers are important —
Valentine's Day and Mother's Day — have been
realizing solid growth. But for those holidays where
potted plants are important — Easter, Memorial Day,
and Christmas — they have been losing business to
other than floral outlets.

Flower Customers . . . what do we really know
about them?

Does adequate information exist on flower con
sumers to enable the industry to develop sound
marketing plans? We think not, not even in the smallest
flower shop in the smallest town. What does the
customer really want from us? Do they want price? Do
they want our finest service? Do they really want
arrangements, not only for gifts, but for home use?

Conjectures And Projections
There is certainly not enough data on the market

to let us answer these questions for you. We can only
make certain conjectures, and these become im
portant. For example, the younger people . . . they
aren't as concerned with getting a specific return from
every purchase and are more willing to buy flowers on
impulse. This large group is more concerned with
celebrating spontaneous personal occasions than stan
dard established events.

Florists and the "over 35" age group tend to think
of cut flowers in terms of dozens or fairly large
arrangements. Younger generations prefer less ornate
or smaller quantity flower purchases.

Although people of all age groups have a
reasonably high regard for florists, the atmosphere in a
florist's shop makes them feel uneasy. The average
U.S. consumer has been weaned on "self-service," but
their ability to pursue this type of buying procedure in
a florist shop is greatly limited. Florists don't display
flowers or flower prices very prominently and
customers are apprehensive about asking. Consumers
oftentimes don't know what flowers are appropriate for
a particular occasion, and they don't understand plant
care.

The success of flowers in the other-than-floral
outlets stems from their accessibility. The people who
really like flowers like the convenience and the price.

Supermarket flower sales are not as impulse-
related as authorities suggest. Cut flowers and potted
plant sales are heavily associated with major flower
hol.days. Foliage plants, on the other hand, seem to be
more of an impulse item since their sales are fairly con
sistent throughout the year.

Price and ease of purchase are the critical factors
lead.ng to purchases from supermarkets. Quality ser
vice offered, and wider selections are the key reasons
consumers buy from florists.

Much Ado About Nothing?
To some people in the flower industry, the whole

subject of consumer research is "much ado about

nothing." They feel the secret to increased flower
sales is through more varieties, longer vase life, etc.
They are completely product-oriented and live by the
statement, "Build a better mousetrap and the world will
beat a path to your door." They fail to realize that the
idea of what comprises a better mousetrap must come
from the consumer, not the producer or distributor.

What does the consumer want? Why do they buy
or ignore certain products? What leads some people to
be heavy users of a product and others light users or
even non-users?

Those are a lot of questions, and also a lot of
statistics. But now when we come down to this por
tion, we must ask ourselves, "What can we do to in
crease our share of the market?"

First, it is obvious that the customer wants, for
personal use, the self-service type of operation. We
must get away from the fact that our shop is an
arranging station and go after the type of business that
creates extra dollars.

Stop and think ... the more customers that come
into your store, the greater the potential sales
possibilities. Good florists must establish a list of things
they need to know about present and potential flower
buyers, and then obtain the data that will provide an
swers to these questions.

Over a period of years of observation of various
flower shops, we have, of course, found answers that
may or may not work for you. The florists involved are
happy to share with you their answers to many of the
consumer demands.

It is not our intention here to ask you to raise or
lower prices, to go into a type of selling which you do
not want to go into, or to establish new services which
might be far too expensive for your market. It is our in
tention to give you the avenues of approach you might
use. You, however, must evaluate, analyze, and come
up with the answers that suit your individual situation
and operation.

This timely article is from "The Michigan Florist"
March 1977.

"GIVE US THIS DAY OUR DAILY BREAD"
We understand that in Washington, D.C., thanks to

drives by former Pres. Ford and by Pres. Carter, an ef
fort is being made to bring brevity and clarity to an area
long monopolized by obscure gobbledygook. Govern
ment regulation writers seem to have lost the ability to
communicate with the American public which has been
contaminated by overexposure to federal "bureau-
cratese."

This is the way a regulation writer might have
prepared a government agency's version of the
following portion of the Lord's Prayer - "Give us this
day our daily bread":

"We respectfully petition, request and entreat that
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due and adequate provision be made, this day and
date hereunder subscribed, for the satisfying of these
petitioners' nutritional requirements and for the
organization of such methods of allocation and
distribution as may be deemed necessary and proper
to assure the reception by and for said petitioners of
such quantities of baked cereal products as shall, in
the judgment of the aforesaid petitioners, constitute a
sufficient supply thereof."

MEASURING SOIL WATER

WITH TENSIOMETERS: GENERAL

L. Art Sportier & Louis Nelms
Associate Professor & Graduate Student

Department of Horticulture
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Introduction

Water is probably the most important en
vironmental factor required for plant growth and sur
vival. Plants contain and use more water than anything
else (Figure 1). Probably every plant growth function is
directly or indirectly influenced by water, and a lack of
water — a water deficit — always results in reduced
growth which may occur without any visible signs
(such as wilting) that water is limiting.

I00 grams green plant
(90 g water, 9 g organic,

I g mineral)

410,000 calories light

50,000 g air
(!5gC02)

10,000 g water

I g minerals

Figure 1. Plants require more water than any of the other raw ma
terials necessary for growth and survival.

A water deficit occurs whenever a plant uses or
requires more water than it absorbs. Essentially all of
the large amount of water required by plants is ab
sorbed from the soil and most of it is lost through tran
spiration into the atmosphere. So the water balance
within the plant is affected primarily by atmospheric
and soil environmental factors.

Although some degree of control over water loss
is possible through control of atmospheric light
(shading), humidity (misting), and temperature (cooling),
this is not a practical approach for many crops. Our

greatest degree of control of the plant water balance is
therefore through optimizing soil water availability.

Soil water availability is a measure of the ease with
which the plant absorbs water as it requires it. A num
ber of factors influence soil water availability, but the
primary factor most directly under our control is
irrigation management. Irrigation management requires
some means of soil water measurement in order to
determine when (and often how much) to irrigate.

Common estimates of soil water availability include
plant appearance and growth (turgidity, wilting, color,
leaf size, flower size, chlorosis, 'burning,' etc.), soil feel
(moist, dry, wet), and soil appearance, (color, luster).
The success of these methods depends primarily on
our skill and experience with the particular plant, soil,
and environment being examined.

More reliable soil water measurements are

possible with electrical resistance devices (Bouyoucos
block, nylon block, metal probe) and tensiometers. The
ideal use of any of these methods is to use them to
predict when to irrigate in order to minimize reduced
plant growth due to water deficits.

This article will briefly describe the design and
general use of tensiometers. Subsequent articles in
this series will describe the use and maintenance of
tensiometers and the theory, design, use and main
tenance of electrical resistance devices.

What Are Tensiometers?

Tensiometers measure the tension or force with

which water is held in the soil. Water is held in the soil

by capillary forces which result from water's adhesion
to the soil solids and its cohesion to itself. As a soil

dries (its water content decreases), the capillary force
or soil moisture tension increases and soil water avail

ability decreases because there is less water in the
soil and the plant has to 'work harder' to absorb it.

50 I00
SOIL WATER CONTENT, % SATURATION

Figure 2. All soils exhibit a somewhat definite relationship between
soil water content andsoil moisture tension. As a soil dries, soil
water content decreases, soil moisture tension increases, and
soil water becomes less available for plant use.
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Most soils have a relatively constant relationship
between water content and soil moisture tension,
called the soil moisture characteristic (Figure 2).
Therefore, a tensiometer not only measures the force
with which water is held in the soil, but also estimates
soil water content.

A newer, more precise term to describe the force
with which water is held in the soil is water potential.
Water potential is a measure of the energy status of
water relative to its absorption by the plant and its use
in plant growth processes. Water potential is
analogous to soil moisture tension but includes the ef

fects of dissolved salts and other factors affecting
availability, whereas soil moisture tension considers
only capillary effects. As water potential decreases,
soil water availability decreases. Although water poten
tial is a more precise terminology, soil moisture tension
will be used in this and subsequent articles to avoid
confusion.

Many different kinds of tensiometers are available;
however, all basically consist of a water-filled tube with
a porous ceramic cup on one end and a vacuum gauge
on the other (Figure 3). Tensiometers differ mainly in

FILLER CAP

GAUGE

BODY (WATER-FILLED)

POROUS CUP (WATER-
PERMEABLE)

Figure 3. The tensiometer.

the type of vacuum gauge used. Some use the familiar
'dial vacuum gauge' and others use various water or
mercury manometers. When the porous cup is wet,
only water (no air or soil) will move through it under the
pressure or tensions in the tensiometer's useful range
(0 to about 12 psi).

When a water-filled tensiometer is placed in a dry
soil, water moves out of the tensiometer, through the
porous cup, and into the soil. When this happens, a
vacuum or tension develops within the tensiometer and
is indicated on the gauge. Water continues to move
out of the tensiometer until the tension within it balan
ces or equals the soil moisture tension (Figure 4). The
soil moisture tension is therefore indicated by the ten
siometer gauge. When the soil is irrigated, its soil

(GAUGE READING)

20 DECIBARS

TENSION WITHIN THE

TENSIOMETER BODY

WATER MOVES OUT OF

THE TENSIOMETER THROUGH

THE POROUS CUP INTO THE

SOIL (DRIED TO 20 DECIBARS

SOIL MOISTURE TENSION)

Figure 4. The tensiometer gauge indicates soil moisture tension.

moisture tension decreases, and water moves from the

soil into the tensiometer and the gauge reading usually
returns to near zero. The tensiometer reading will also
return to zero if it is inserted into a container of water.

This has been a brief introduction to tensiometers

which are commonly used for measuring soil water.

The 'accuracy' of the tensiometer as an indicator of
soil water conditions relative to plant growth de
pends on the characteristics of the tensiometer, its use
and maintenance, the nature of the soil, the crop, and
the environment. These topics will be detailed in the
next article in this series.

PLANT PATENT VIOLATIONS

Patent infringements are threatening the future of
ornamental plant production improvement and diversity
that are so important to the health of the floral industry.

This threat to the on-going development of new
and improved varieties has come to the attention of the
SAF's Plant Breeders Committee. The problem iden
tified by the Committee was certain European and
domestically produced plant varieties, protected by
U.S. patents, which are being marketed by uninformed
and unlicensed U.S. firms. Specifically, U.S. patented
varieties of African violets, begonias, kalanchoes,
mums and poinsettias are being sold or grown in this
country without appropriate licenses to do so.

The Plant Patent Law does provide patent holders
the right to prohibit asexual reproduction in the U.S. It
also prohibits use or sale of unlicensed plant material
of patented varieties in the states, even if asexual
reproduction occurs abroad.

When plant breeders are not able to properly
protect their U.S. patent varieties, it is logical to
assume that the incentive to develop new and im
proved varieties will diminish. Plant breeders — more

than ever before — must meet the challenges of fuel
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conservation, air pollution, faster growing and faster
flowering plants, plant forms that fit modern home en
vironments and plants that are more disease resistant
and insect resistant. The plant breeder has an in
creasing wealth of new technology, but he also suffers
from higher costs of research as does every other in
dustrial research and development program.

The lack of new varieties would be a setback to all

segments of the floral industry, as well as the con
suming public. All those involved in the handling of
plants and flowers — importers, growers,
distributors, wholesalers and retailers — are ad
vised to deal with properly licensed firms or be sub
ject to possible litigation by the plant breeder for
the violation of his plant patents.

SOME PAINTS CAN CAUSE PLANT

INJURY IN THE GREENHOUSE

There have been several cases reported in recent
months of plant injury due to volatile materials from
certain paints. One involved the painting of greenhouse
inside sidewalls with aluminum paint containing 7.43%
by weight of xylene. This was done during cold
weather when the vents were closed.

It would be difficult to screen various paints for
probability of plant injury, because there are so many
kinds with so many different formulations. We can,
however, emphasize the potential for serious injury if
proper precautions aren't taken. The following
suggestions from Cornell University are worth giving
serious consideration:

1. Use a high-grade greenhouse paint from a
reliable source that has had experience with
satisfactory greenhouse paints. This is the
prime step. In one reported damage case with
mums, the paint from a local supply store hap
pened to be a high-temperature aluminum paint for
300-800 deg. F situations, and was not intended
for indoor greenhouse use. In a case with roses,
the paint had been purchased at a local hardware
store.

2. Do your painting in the greenhouse only when
ventilation is possible, thus preventing potential
build up of volatile materials. Painting should be
scheduled for spring, summer, and fall months.

3. If one is painting movable objects, such as pipes
for hanging baskets, and isn't certain as to the
possible toxic effect of the specific paint, the paint
ing can be done out of doors and the items
moved into the greenhouse after the paint has
become dry and the volatile materials have
evaporated.

4. Don't paint heating pipes with metallic paint.
Painting pipes with aluminum paint reduces the
heat transfer by about 25%, just the opposite of

5.

what we want in this period of heat and energy
conservation. Painting pipes any color with non-
metallic paint has no effect on heat transfer ef
ficiency. Painting pipes isn't needed unless one
wishes to just improve the looks of the
greenhouse.
If by chance someone has painted inside the
greenhouse and is not sure whether the paint
contains some injurious volatiles, good ventilation
should be maintained to exhaust the volatile

materials and dilute the concentration.

ON STORING FUNGICIDES

Growers should treat fungicides with the same
care they accord all tools and equipment in their
greenhouses. This is the advice of Prof. Lester P.

Nichols, plant pathologist at Penn State University, who
presents the following "read and heed" suggestions:

All too frequently fungicides are kept under a
bench or half buried in a damp storage shed. Con
tainers are left open ... torn ... or discarded, label and
all, and the material is transferred to an old jar or paper
sack. Sometimes you can find material that hasn't been
on the market for at least 7 or 8 years. Labels are
barely legible and the fungicide is so badly caked that
it is doubtful it could be made into a usable spray

suspension.
Just like everything else used in the greenhouse,

the cost of fungicides is up. Anything the grower can
do to get the most efficient use from these valuable
tools for disease prevention will aid in reducing
operating costs.

Here are some helpful hints on correct storage of
fungicides that will not only cut costs but aid the
grower in meeting the State and Federal requirements
in the safe usage of pesticides:

1. Storage pesticides in a cool, dry place. The
storage room should have a door that can be securely
locked and plainly marked with a sign indicating it is a
storage for toxic chemicals.

2. Keep materials in their original labeled con
tainers, since labels supply important information for


